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Some Special Features of Oswaal NCERT Solutions are: • Chapter-wise &Topic-wisepresentation • Chapter Objectives-A sneak peek into the chapter • Mind Map: A single page snapshot of the entire
chapter • Quick Review: Concept-based study material • Tips & Tricks: Useful guidelines for attempting each question perfectly • Some Commonly Made Errors: Most common and unidentified errors made
by students discussed • Expert Advice - Oswaal Expert Advice on how to score more! • Oswaal QR Codes- For Quick Revision on your Mobile Phones & Tablets • All MCQs with explanation against the
correct option • Some important questions developed by ‘Oswaal Panel’ of experts
English-French Translation: A Practical Manual allows advanced learners of French to develop their translation and writing skills. This book provides a deeper understanding of French grammatical structures,
the nuances of different styles and registers and helps increase knowledge of vocabulary and idiomatic language. The manual provides a wealth of practical tasks based around carefully selected extracts
from the diverse text types students are likely to encounter, from literary and expository, to persuasive and journalistic. A mix of shorter targeted activities and lengthier translation pieces guides learners
through the complexities and challenges of translation from English into French. This comprehensive manual is ideal for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students in French language and
translation.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be found useful wherever he may
be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in
their names and addresses and the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels, whether at home or in some other state, and is up
to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these places move, or go out of business and new business places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
Nowadays English language section is asked in almost all competitive and recruitment examinations like SSC, Banking, CDS, State Level PSCs, etc. Otherwise too, being proficient in English is necessary in
this fast modernizing world. This book has been designed to act as a comprehensive guide to learning English Grammar & Composition. The present book for English Grammar & Composition has been
divided into 69 chapters covering Articles, Noun, Pronoun, Adverbs, Participle, Gerund, Preposition, Conjunctions, Transformation of Sentences, Question Tag, Question Framing, Formation of Words,
Spelling Rules, Phrasel Verbs, Idioms & Phrases, Spotting the Errors, Word Power, Synonyms, Antonyms, Homonyms, Heteronyms, Palindromes, Pangrams, Foreign Words, Group Terms, Choosing
Appropriate Words, Words Used as Different Parts of Speech, Young Ones of Animals, Paragraph Writing, Letter Writing, Report Writing, Comprehension, etc. The book contains approximately 10,000
sentences, 7000 solved questions, 7000 knowledge words and 550 Solved Exercises covering the minute concepts of English Grammar & Composition. The book also contains tricks and techniques for
solving various kinds of questions. This book will prove to be highly useful for Hindi Language students. As the book contains ample theoretical content as well as number of solved questions, it for sure will
help aspirants succeed in learning and writing English proficiently.
Here comes the Best Seller! Since its first edition in 2012, Fast Track Objective Arithmetic has been great architect for building and enhancing Aptitude skills in lakhs of aspirant across the country. The first
book of its kind has all the necessary elements required to master the concepts of Arithmetic through Level Graded Exercises, namely Base Level & Higher Skill Level. Comprehensively covering the syllabus
of almost all competitive examinations like, RBI, SBI, IBPS PO, SSC, LIC, CDS, UPSC, Management and all other Entrance Recruitment and Aptitude Test, the books has perfect compilation of Basic
Concepts & Short Tricks to solve different types of Arithmetical problems. Unlike before, this completely revised 2018 edition promises to be more beneficial than the older ones. With up to date coverage of
all exam questions, new types of questions and tricks, the thoroughly checked error free edition will ensure Complete Command over the subject and help you succeed in the examinations.
The Happy Prince and Other Tales was written by Victorian author Oscar Wilde and illustrated by Walter Crane and Jacomb Hood.?
Education is the most effective tool and a medium of human development. It changes the mindsets through a continuous process involving, research, experiment and innovation. Education is that source by
which socially and economically marginalized children and adults can lift themselves out of poverty. Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas or JNVs are fully residential and co-educational schools affiliated to CBSE
with classes from VI to XII standards. These JNVs are specifically tasked to find talented children in rural areas of India and provide them with an education equivalent to the best residential school system,
without regard to their families' socio-economic condition. The present edition of ‘Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalayas Entrace Exam 2021 for class 6’ is the complete guide book that has been designed by to
provide complete syllabus for the Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Selection Test (JNVST) which is conducted by Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti. All the chapters provided in the book are basically divided into 3
main sections: Mental Ability Test, Arithmetic Test and Language Test. It also provides Previous Years’ Solved Papers and Practice Sets that help in the understanding the latest exam pattern, trend of
questions and their weightage. This book is an essential handy practice book, which aim to polish up the hidden talent in young students to help them get the success in their forthcoming examination. TABLE
OF CONTENT Solved Paper 2020, Solved Paper 2019, Solved Paper 2018, Solved Paper 2017, Mental Ability Test, Arithmetic Test, Language Test, Practice Sets (1-5).
• Latest Solved Paper-KVS (Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan) • NCERT Textbook Questions-Fully solved • Questions based on latest typologies introduced by the board-Objective types, VSA, SA, LA & Visual
Case-based Questions • Commonly Made Errors & Answering Tips for concepts clarity • ‘AI’ for academically important questions • Concept videos for hybrid learning
Biology Class Xii Is A Comprehensive Textbook WhichEnsures A Detailed Coverage Of The Latest Ncert Syllabus.Key Features- Comprehensive Text In Lucid Language- Step-By-Step Explanation Of The
Subject Matter- Extensive Use Of Well-Labeled Illustrations To Explain KeyConcepts- Wide Range Of Questions For Self-Assessment- Answer Key To Select Questions- Cd-Rom With Additional Questions
For Practice And Revision
The story tells of the efforts of a nervous and excitable man who starts to propose to an attractive young woman, but who gets into a tremendous quarrel over a boundary line.
• With latest Typologies of Questions as per the latest CBSE syllabus 2021-2022 • Questions from Board Question Bank -2021 • Mind Maps and concept videos to make learning simple. • Includes exam
ready content with practice material self-assessment. • Includes Previous Years’ Board Examination Questions and Marking scheme Answers with detailed explanation to facilitate exam-oriented preparation.
• Coverage of Chapterwise complete NCERT textbook questions with answers. • Dynamic QR code to keep the students updated for any further CBSE notifications/circulars
• Strictly as per the new term wise syllabus for Board Examinations to be held in the academic session 2021-22 for class 12 • Multiple Choice Questions based on new typologies introduced by the board- I.
Stand- Alone MCQs, II. MCQs based on Assertion-Reason III. Case-based MCQs. • Include Questions from CBSE official Question Bank released in April 2021 • Answer key with Explanations
‘A Khushwant Singh short story is not flamboyant but modest, restrained, well-crafted...Perhaps his greatest gift as a writer is a wonderful particularity of description’—London Magazine Khushwant Singh first
established his reputation as a writer through the short story. His stories—wry, poignant, erotic and, above all, human—bear testimony to Khushwant Singh’s remarkable range and his ability to create an
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unforgettable PBI - World. Spanning over half a century, this volume contains all the short stories Khushwant Singh has ever written, including the delightfully tongue-in-cheek ‘The Maharani of
Chootiapuram’, written in 2008. ‘Khushwant’s stories enthrall...[He has]an ability akin to that of Somerset Maugham...the ability to entertain intelligently’—PBI - India Today ‘His stories are better than [those
of] any PBI - Indian writing in English—Times of PBI - India ‘The Collected Short Stories leaves the reader in a delightful, inebriated trance’—Sunday Chronicle ‘He is not an ordinary short story
writer...[Collected Stories] is delightful reading’—Hindustan Times
The book that inspired the major new motion picture Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom. Nelson Mandela is one of the great moral and political leaders of our time: an international hero whose lifelong
dedication to the fight against racial oppression in South Africa won him the Nobel Peace Prize and the presidency of his country. Since his triumphant release in 1990 from more than a quarter-century of
imprisonment, Mandela has been at the center of the most compelling and inspiring political drama in the world. As president of the African National Congress and head of South Africa's antiapartheid
movement, he was instrumental in moving the nation toward multiracial government and majority rule. He is revered everywhere as a vital force in the fight for human rights and racial equality. LONG WALK
TO FREEDOM is his moving and exhilarating autobiography, destined to take its place among the finest memoirs of history's greatest figures. Here for the first time, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela tells the
extraordinary story of his life--an epic of struggle, setback, renewed hope, and ultimate triumph.

NCERT Textbooks play the most vital role in developing student’s understanding and knowledge about a subject and the concepts or topics covered under a particular subject.
Keeping in mind this immense importance and significance of the NCERT Textbooks in mind, Arihant has come up with a unique book containing Questions-Answers of NCERT
Textbook based questions. This book containing solutions to NCERT Textbook questions has been designed for the students studying in Class XII following the NCERT
Textbook for English Core. The present book has been divided into three parts covering the syllabi of English Core for Class XII. Prose covers The Last Season, Lost Spring,
Deep Water, The Rattrap, Indigo, etc, whereas Poetry section covers My Mother at Sixty-Six, Keeping Quiet, A Thing of Beauty, A Roadside Stand and Aunt Jennifer’s Tigers
and the Supplementary Reader section covers The Third Level, The Tiger King, The Enemy, On the Face of It, Memories of Childhood, etc. This book has been worked out with
an aim of overall development of the students in such a way that it will help students define the way how to write the answers of the textbook based questions. The book covers
selected NCERT Exemplar Problems which will help the students understand the type of questions and answers to be expected in the Class XII English Core Examination. Also
each chapter in the book begins with a summary of the chapter which will help in effective understanding of the theme of the chapter and to make sure that the students will be
able to answer all popular questions concerned to a particular chapter whether it is Long Answer Type or Short Answer Type Question. The book has been designed
systematically in the simplest manner for easy comprehension of the chapters and their themes. For the overall benefit of students the book has been designed in such a way
that it not only gives solutions to all the exercises but also gives detailed explanations which will help the students in learning the concepts and will enhance their thinking and
learning abilities. As the book has been designed strictly according to the NCERT Textbook of English Core for Class XII and provides a thorough and complete coverage of the
textbook based questions, it for sure will help the Class XII students in an effective way for English Core.
Eleanor Estes’s The Hundred Dresses won a Newbery Honor in 1945 and has never been out of print since. At the heart of the story is Wanda Petronski, a Polish girl in a
Connecticut school who is ridiculed by her classmates for wearing the same faded blue dress every day. Wanda claims she has one hundred dresses at home, but everyone
knows she doesn’t and bullies her mercilessly. The class feels terrible when Wanda is pulled out of the school, but by that time it’s too late for apologies. Maddie, one of
Wanda’s classmates, ultimately decides that she is "never going to stand by and say nothing again."
A comprehensive introduction to Old English, combining simple, clear philology with the best literary works to provide a compelling and accessible beginners’ guide. Provides a
comprehensive introduction to Old English Uses a practical approach suited to the needs of the beginning student Features selections from the greatest works of Old English
literature, organized from simple to more challenging texts to keep pace with the reader Includes a discussion of Anglo-Saxon literature, history, and culture, and a bibliography
directing readers to useful publications on the subject Updated throughout with new material including the first 25 lines from Beowulf with detailed annotation and an explanation
of Grimm’s and Verner’s laws
An increasing number of historical and archaeological finds made around the world have been classified as out-of-place artifacts (ooparts). They have been called this because
they appear unexpectedly among the ruins of the past with no evidence of a preceding period of development; their technological sophistication seems far beyond the capabilities
of ancient peoples.Drawing on the literature and art of the Chaldeans, Sumerians, Babylonians and others, Rene Noorbergen's contention is that a superior race of man was
responsible for these scientific marvels that bear testimony to a civilization with technology comparable to our own.
"• Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest Board Sample Paper • Revision Notes • Based on Latest CBSE Syllabus released on 22th July 2021 • Commonly Made
Errors & Answering Tips • Most Likely Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams "
"• Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest Board Sample Paper • Revision Notes • Based on Latest CBSE Syllabus released on 31st March 2021 • Commonly Made
Errors & Answering Tips • Most Likely Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams "
This Handbook provides a comprehensive treatment of basic and more advanced research methodologies in applied linguistics and offers a state-of-the-art review of methods
particular to various domains within the field. Arranged thematically in 4 parts, across 41 chapters, it covers a range of research approaches, presents current perspectives, and
addresses key issues in different research methods, such as designing and implementing research instruments and techniques, and analysing different types of applied
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linguistics data. Innovations, challenges and trends in applied linguistics research are examined throughout the Handbook. As such it offers an up-to-date and highly accessible
entry point into both established and emerging approaches that will offer fresh possibilities and perspectives as well as thorough consideration of best practices. This wideranging volume will prove an invaluable resource to applied linguists at all levels, including scholars in related fields such as language learning and teaching, multilingualism,
corpus linguistics, critical discourse analysis, discourse analysis and pragmatics, language assessment, language policy and planning, multimodal communication, and
translation.
Oswaal CBSE MCQs Class 10 for Term 1 & 2 Board Exams 2021-22 are strictly as per the new term-wise CBSE syllabus Class 10 for Term 1 & 2 Board Examinations to be held
in the academic session 2021-22. Chapter-wise Topic-wise Presentation Multiple Choice Questions (CBSE MCQs Class 10 For Term 1 & 2 Board Exams 2021-22) based on
new typologies introduced by the board- Stand- Alone MCQs, MCQs based on Assertion-Reason Case-based MCQs. Answer key with Explanations & also Unit-wise Periodic
Test For Practice Largest MCQs Question Pool For CBSE Class 10 Term 1 & 2 Board Exams 2021-22 Oswaal CBSE MCQs Class 10 for Term 1 & 2 Board Exams 2021-22
Include Questions from CBSE official Question Bank released in April 2021
"Solved Board Examination Paper 2020 • Latest Board Sample Paper • Revision Notes • Based on the Latest CBSE Syllabus released on 22th July 2021 • Commonly Made
Errors & Answering Tips • Most Likely Questions (AI) for 2022 Board Exams"
Owing to his long teaching experience and personal association with the students and teachers of Economics and keeping in mind their needs and requirements, the author has
written this book with the motto to enable the students to understand the principles and theories of economics and to learn their applications in real life. Special features of the
textbook are: •Each chapter is divided into several sections covering all the components of the syllabus. •It has logical and systematic presentation. •It incorporates a large
number of diagrams and schedules with explanations. •To give students an edge over the basic knowledge of the matter, “An Extra Mile” has been given at the end of each
chapter. •Exercise is tuned to the pattern of examination. It includes: Questions related to remembering and understanding of the subject matter. •Reason based questions.
•Previous years’ CBSE questions. •Information and concept based questions. •NCERT questions
The book offers a simple yet effective way to learn English as well as to translate from Hindi to English. It contains several common hindi sentences that have been translated
into English that allow a learner to easily understand day-to-day words and how to use them in sentences when writing or speaking in English. By learning how typical Hindi
sentences, when translated into english can be used in everyday life, one can improve his or her grasp about using both the language. Besides the author, a good bi-linguist, has
even detailed the grammatical aspects about each topic given in the book, which offer self improvising problems with easy solutions to them. Different sections have been
created so as to improve the reader’s basic grammar, which includes Nouns, Pronouns, Tenses, Sentence making, etc. Each section comes with a separate practice set that lets
the readers test English reading, writing and speaking skills as well as the translation ability that one has been able to learn. There is even a separate vocabulary section to help
readers learn more new words and how to use them effectively while communicating. With step-by-step guidelines, one can surely bring fluency in their English language usage
over a few months.
GET UP TO SPEED WITH FAST TRACK: U.S. History! Covering the most important material taught in high school American history class, this essential review book breaks
need-to-know content into accessible, easily understood lessons. Inside this book, you'll find: • Clear, concise summaries of the most important events, people, and concepts in
United States history • Maps, timelines, and charts for quick visual reference • Easy-to-follow content organization and illustrations With its friendly, straightforward approach and
a clean, modern design crafted to appeal to visual learners, this guidebook is perfect for catching up in class or getting ahead on exam review. Topics covered in Fast Track: U.S.
History include: • Native Americans • Colonial America • The Revolutionary War • Abolitionism and suffrage • The Civil War and Reconstruction • The Industrial Revolution •
The Great Depression • World Wars I and II • The Cold War • Civil rights • Conservatism and the "New Right" • 9/11 and globalism ... and more!
Your ideas and thoughts are precious. Don't let them go to waste. Keep this notebook with you at all times to remind you that you are a member of a very selective group of
thinking individuals! Make the most of it!
Case studies of economically disadvantaged children and their labor in different Indian industries.
A Model-Based Definition (MBD) facilitates a seamless transfer of data eliminating error-prone tasks and increasing efficiency throughout the enterprise. Explore the activities that
occur throughout a product's lifecycle, the data can be captured in the digital twin, and how it can be re-used. Illustrations and real-world images aid the reader in understanding
the activities discussed to give a better understanding of the data available to be used for an effective MBD. As Industry 4.0 begins to take off, the benefits an MBD brings are
vital for businesses to remain competitive. Whether you are new to MBD or trying to determine where to apply it, this book will guide you through the possibilities to leverage an
MBD.
1. Chapter-wise presentation for systematic and methodical study 2. Strictly based on the latest CBSE Curriculum and National Curriculum Framework. 3. All Questions from the
Latest NCERT Textbook are included. 4. Previous Years' Question Papers from Kendriya Vidhyalaya Sangathan are included. 5. Latest Typologies of Questions developed by
Oswaal Editorial Board included. 6. Mind Maps in each chapter for making learning simple. 7. 'Most likely Questions' generated by Oswaal Editorial Board with 100+ years of
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teaching experience.
• Each worksheet is strictly based on NCERT Textbook • Chapter wise presentation with ample space for writing answers • Buy teachers & parents manual for lesson plans &
complete solutions • Lets revise in each chapter for better understanding
Chemistry Class Xi Is A Comprehensive Textbook, Which Ensures Complete Coverage Of The Altest Ncert Syllabus. It Is Designed To Lay A Strong Foundation Of
Chemistry.Key Features- Comprehensive Text In Lucid Language- Step-By-Step Explanation Of The Subject Matter-Extensive Well Labelled Diagrams, Illustrations, Tables And
Graphs- Numerous In-Text Solved Examples And Problems For Practice-'Points To Remember' For Quick Revision- Wide-Range Of Conceptual Questions For Self-AssessmentExercises Based On The Pattern Of Examinations- Answer Key To Select Questions In ExercisesCd-Rom With Hundreds Of Additional Questions For Practice And Revision
This textbook provides a comprehensive introduction for students and professionals who are studying English for business or workplace communication and covers both spoken
and written English. Based on up-to-date research in business communication and incorporating an international range of real-world authentic texts, this book deals with the
realities of communication in business today. Key features of this book include: use of English in social media that reflects recent trends in business communication; coverage of
the concept of communicative competence; analysis of email communication; introduction to informal English and English for socialisation as well as goodwill messages, such as
thank you or appreciation messages, which are a part of everyday interaction in the workplace; examination of persuasive messages and ways to understand such messages; an
e-resources website that includes authentic examples of different workplace genres and a reference section covering relevant research studies and weblinks for readers to better
understand the topics covered in each chapter. This book goes beyond the traditional coverage of business English to provide a broad and practical textbook for those studying
English in a workplace setting.
English is globally recognized language for cross-border business communication. As a dominant business language, fluency and expertise in the language can help you build
great opportunities of professional growth. The paper of English language usually contains Questions relating to Grammatical Concepts, Word Power and Compositional English
in almost all competitive examinations like Bank PO, Bank Clerical, CDS, NDA, Railways, etc. The book of General English includes over 600 Practice Exercises and 10,000
Words & Sentences Structures for all Competitive exams divided in 32 chapters. Each chapter comprehensively contains short synopsis, detailed description of important rules
and enough practice exercises. Almost all types of objective questions and previous years’ questions that appear in Competitive examinations have been compiled together to
help the candidates in understanding the rationale behind the answers. Table of ContentSpotting the Errors, Phrase Substitution and Sentence Improvement, Ordering of
Sentences , Ordering of Words/Rearranging the Sentence, Cloze Test/Passages, Choosing Appropriate Words, Double Blanks in a Sentence, Related Pair of Words,
Synonyms/Antonyms, Idioms and Phrases, Homonyms, Phrasal Verbs, Comprehension, Tense, Forms of Verbs, Modals, Subject-Verb Agreement, Non-Finites, Noun, Pronoun,
Articles, Preposition, Conjunction, Adjectives and Determiners, Adverbs, Question Tags, Conditionals, Un-English and Superfluous Expressions Reported Speech (DirectIndirect Narrations), Active-Passive...
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